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Questland turn based rpg offline

Stellaris is a Grand Strategy and 4K, Single Player and Multiplayer video game developed by Paradox Development Studio and published by Paradox Interactive. The game offers exciting game centers for resource management, space exploration, empire establishment, diplomacy and space travel. It mixes RTS (Real-time Strategy) and space research elements, and takes place in a sci-fi space focused
on space in the future of 2200. At the beginning of the game, the player dominates the strange sport at the initial level of space exploration immediately after the invention of faster-than-light (FLT) vessel technology. In the game, the player manages the platform, including construction, science and military vessels. At the beginning of the game, there is only one planet that offers one science ship, a
construction ship and three small warships. A player needs to establish his empire, recruit his powers and try to fight spacemen and more to score points and use them to unlock additional content. With detailed features, improved gameplay and great controllers, Stellaris is an amazing game for space lovers. The scourge of war: Waterloo combines elements of tactical, strategy and wargame. The game
supports both single and multiplayer modes. It includes different nations and allows the player to choose one of them to enter the historical world of play, where he has to lead his team and fight other nations to rule the world. Use powerful weapons like nuclear weapons, missiles and more to defeat enemies. Protect your units and gain experience to unlock additional content. It offers a massive map to
navigate. The game includes up to twenty historical scenarios, such as France, British, Prussian, etc., including three multiplayer scenarios. Lead armies, use intelligence and crush enemies with weapons and strategies. It has different levels, each with different challenges, tasks and tasks. Scourge of War: Waterloo offers great features like Realistic Weather, Courier System, over 20 single player
scenarios, Random Play Mode, Co-op and more. Detailed surroundings, addictive gameplay, excellent meticulosis and great management, Scourge of War: Waterloo is a wonderful game to play and amuse. Hearts of Iron IV is an action, strategy, war, singles and multiplayer game created by Paradox Development Studio. It is the third part of Hearts' iron and focused on the Second World War. The game
has different peoples and allows the player to choose one of them either in 1936 or 1939 and lead his army to victory. There are three superpowers, such as Axis, Comintern and Allice. Lead your country, make strategies and fight other nations that use guns and defeat them to win. The game rewards the player with experience points that allow them to open more content. Protect units and lead his land, air
and sea army to overthrow enemies. Hearts of Iron IV offers key Strategic war, rule any nation, online combat, control planes and tanks, etc. With a detailed environment, immersive gameplay and great make-up, Hearts of Iron IV is an excellent game to play and amuse. Close Combat is a tactical, war, strategy, military, solo and multiplayer game of Atomic Games. It is the first entry in the long-standing
Close Combat series. You can play the game on a 2D map and fight other players. The game focused during World War II and included two superpower states, including the U.S. Infantry Division and German defenders. Pick one of them and jump into battle, lead your army and fight other players. The game is played from top to bottom. Defeat your enemies with weapons, tanks and other vehicles. Explore
the game world includes mountains, streams, hills, forests, deserts, hedges and more. You can earn experience points by completing tasks, winning enemies, and you can use your points to open up more content. Close Combat is a great game with a detailed environment, immersive gameplay and excellent meticulosis. Flashpoint campaigns: The red storm is impressive, tactical, strategy, war, singles and
multiplayer simulation created by On Target Simulations. The game combines elements of real-time tactics and turn-based. It is happening in europe's imaginary world. The plot revolves between two forces, including NATO and the Soviet Union. Choose your team and go into the role of commander and lead your team in battle. Make strategies, subscribe to your unit, and complete a series of challenging
tasks. Before an attack, you need to know about the strength and weakness of your enemy. There are 20 maps concentrated in the real countries of Europe. Use different weapons, protect your units, fight enemies and win them control of the world. You can control, sea, air and land forces to crush against force. Flashpoint campaigns: The red storm includes visible features such as different terrain, more
than 20 scenarios, powerful artificial intelligence, various weapons and platforms, dynamic weather, reconnaissance units, FOW system, artillery system, etc. Flashpoint promotions: The red storm is the best game to play and enjoy. Defcon is a real-time strategy and multiplayer game developed by Introversion Software. The game takes place in vector graphics in the world of the old computer pool and
offers a variety of nuclear weapons. It consists of different nations and allows you to choose your nation and enter the gaming world, where you need to destroy as many enemies as possible to get the highest scores. Protect your country by beating enemies and other players and get experience points. The game rewards you with 2 points when you beat your enemies and you can lose one point when you
lose or die in a game. The game has different levels and each level has its own time challenge. Six different countries are involved, including Latin America, Africa, Europe and Asia. All countries have more than one billion populations. It has a range of modes, including offline mode, diplomacy mode, multiplayer mode, and units. Nuclear missiles, aircraft, ships and ground units are also at play. Try it and
you'll enjoy it. Victoria II is an action, war, military and strategy game at Paradox Development Studio. The game supports both single and multiplayer modes. It includes 200 nations to play and enjoy and lets a player choose one of them and jump into a world of games where he has to master the military, politics, technology and diplomacy. The game takes place in the 19th century and allows the player to
run his country and colonize his place. The player's ultimate tasks of making their state economic and political strong by upgrading factories, buildings and military units. Every nation is divided into religions, cultures and professions. Collect resources, import different things, and meet all goals to earn points. Open more content and use them to make more money. Sign an agreement with the rest of the
nation to unlock other features and protect yourself by attacking other nations. Victoria II offers key features such as a detailed environment, more than 50 goods, 200 countries, advanced technology, dynamic tasks and more. Try it, and it's the best game to play and enjoy. Multiwinia is an addictive, real-time strategy, war, single and multiplayer game by Introversion Software. The game is set in an
imaginary world inside a computer inhabited by 2D virtual creatures called Darwinians. According to the story, the game world is invaded by a virus that tries to destroy the world of virtual beings. Dr. Sepulveda is trying his best to save the world. However, the virus had damaged the world and changed some things that became more aggressive after time passed. The game contains fifty different maps,
each with specific tasks and challenges. It has six different modes, including Capture the Status, Rocket Riot, Blitzkrieg, Assault, King of the Hill and Domination. In a state of domination, each team fights each other to control the map. Jump into the gaming world, create your team and fight AI enemies and other players to save the world and its inhabitants. Multiwinia offers key features such as resource
management, challenging levels, a powerful virus, enemies, and more. With exciting games, excellent mechanics, great visualizations and great controllers, Multiwinia is the best RTS game compared to other real-time strategy games. Darwinia is an action, real-time strategy, war and singleplayer video game created by Introversion Software. The game takes place in a randomly created world with artificial
intelligence. It combines the elements of the Puzzle, the God games and the elements of strategy. You can get into the protagonist role and you can run several programs that resemble units to be used. You need to lead your army, research and upgrade weapons, and against enemies and viruses. The game includes a set of goals and different scenarios. Explore the world of gaming, fill levels, earn
experience points, and destroy harmful viruses. Unlock other features, weapons, and levels by using your points and control the computer world. The ultimate task is to fight the virus, spam by destroying the programs. The game is played from top to bottom. It offers fast-paced gaming and allows you to immerse yourself in the RTS experience. Darwinia is the best game to play and enjoy the detailed
surroundings, exciting play, excellent soundtracks and great controls. Code name: Panzers is a real-time tactic, strategy, war, military, single and multiplayer simulation created by StormRegion. The game focused on three different factions, including the Soviet Union, Germany and the Western Allies. To jump into the game world, you have to choose your nation. You can take on the role of commander and
the ultimate task is to control a number of tanks, aircraft, armies and vehicles and combat enemies by destroying your unit. To win, you need to destroy enemy bases, crush their armies and execute a series of goals to earn reputation points. Gather resources to survive the war and gain experience with a one-player campaign. Navigate different scenarios and open powerful units. Explore the detailed world,
command your land, sea and air armies, and rule the world. Use powerful weapons, equipment, armor and vehicles to bring down other nations. Code name: Tanks offer core features like Play like any nation, Control your military, various weapons, challenging missions, and more. With the best meth, war-based gameplay and excellent controllers, Codename: Panzers is a great game to play and enjoy.
Ultimate General: Gettysburg combines elements of strategy, military and war developed and published by Game-Labs. The game takes place in an imaginary world and includes different peoples to play and enjoy. It focuses on tactical combat and allows the player to choose his country and starts fighting the rest of the faction. Lead thousands of soldiers during the war and tell them to attack another
nation. Make strategies, explore a massive map, protect marine, land and air units. Complete a series of challenging tasks and prove that you are the best commander. It rewards a player with reputation points as progress and can use these points to unlock more content in the game. Pilot aircraft, ships and land armies to counter enemies. The game allows players to play solo in a one-player campaign
against artificial intelligence and play against other players in multiplayer mode. Ultimate General, Multiday Battle, Easy Controls, Detailed Map, Advanced Line, Tactical Factors, Historical Scenarios, etc. Try it. Hearts of Iron III is an action, grand strategy, war and singleplayer video game at Paradox Development Studio. The game includes different peoples and choose one of them and jump into the game
world during World War II. It focuses on production, politics, espionage, the armed forces and research. The game revolves around three different races, including the Allies, Axis and Comintern. The player's ultimate task is to lead his army, find and collect resources (oil, energy, material and metal). Control air, sea and land units and repel enemies by destroying them. Equip the armies with lethal weapons
and show his strategy. Launch operations against terrorists and fight other factions to score the highest scores. Unlock more content using dots and immerse yourself in the war experience. Hearts of Iron III offers key features such as Play as any Nation, Control the Oceans, Real-world Military, Powerful AI, Customization Option, Strategic Warfare and more. Hearts of Iron III is the best game to play and
enjoy. Blitzkrieg 2 is a real-time tactics, top-down, singles and multiplayer game focused on world war II events. Nival Interactive creates it for those players who love playing military games. The game takes place in a number of fictional places, including Europe, Africa, the Pacific and Russia, and includes six different factions, including Germany, the United States, France, the United Kingdom and the
Soviet Union, which fought during the war. To get into the game world, you have to choose your nation and try to win one. With more than 250 units, it has three different campaigns, including the American, Nazi German campaign and the Soviet campaign, each campaign divided into four different chapters. Use military vehicles, weapons and soldiers to control the battle and earn experience points that you
can use to unlock additional content. Blitzkrieg 2 offers key features such as 68 missions, policy strategies, 250 units, new tactics and more. With advanced mechanics, addictive gameplay and excellent visualization, Blitzkrieg 2 is a great game to play and enjoy. Europa Universalis focuses on the grand strategy elements developed by Paradox Development Studio. There are seven Peoples of Europe, and
the player enters the world of play by selecting one of them. The game takes place on a massive map divided into 1,500 provinces. The actor must lead his country and expand his military power, colonial wealth and diplomacy. It combines elements of government and strategy. He can fight other nations and defeat them by destroying their bases, military units. The ultimate task is to control the map by
defeating the other six nations. Every nation has its unique interests and weaknesses. Before attacking other nations, a player must find his weaknesses and then shudg them to defeat. Earn experience points and use them to unlock additional content. The player may trade in other countries' controlled by a computer or other players. Europa Universalis includes key features such as nine different scenarios,
more than 200 historical events, events, Real-time strategy and more. Try it and it will entertain you. Auralux combines puzzle created by War Drum Studios, Real-time strategy, and one-player video game elements. It takes place in a space environment and allows you to command a unit with only one type of order. Your goal is to rule the galaxy by conquering the planet one by one. In the beginning, both
you and your opponent have equal resources. There's only a path to be won through strategy. The game has the rhythm of ambient music and vibrant minimalist visuals. There are a number of levels available for gaming, and you have to complete each one at all costs to rule the world. Score the highest points and set your record to challenge your friends to win. There are two different modes like Speed
and Normal, a mythical mode for hardcore gamers to unlock by getting enough experience. With excellent features, great playplay, touch controls and exciting sounds, Auralux is the best game to play and enjoy. Supremacy 1914 is a multiplayer, browser-based and real-time strategy video game by Bytro Labs. The game revolves around resource management, combat and provincial upgrades and takes
place during World War II. There are different terrains, and the player can choose one of them to start their game. The player's goal is to fight other terrains dominated by other players around the world or by a computer. The game uses map view and the player uses features for zooming and zooming out, and they can view updates using the county view. The world is divided into several provinces, each
offering a selection of cities and roads connecting to the nearest province. Each country has a unique color to recognize the same throughout the game. The game takes place on several maps, including Europe 1914, Europe 1910, the Great War and the Battle for Western Europe, Southeast Asia and more. With exciting gameplay, excellent mechanics and great features, Supremacy 1914 is the best RTS
game to play and enjoy. Crusader Kings II: Conclave is an expansion package of Crusader King II that revolves around the action role role and strategy simulation elements developed by Paradox Development Studio. The additional material packaging focuses on large strategy elements and takes place in middle age from 1066 to 1453. It consists of several historical figures, including Charlemagne, Robert
Guiscard, El Cid and more. Your ultimate task is to choose your territory and dive into a game where you have to make your strategy to fight others using your political, military and economic power. Earn points of experience by winning other characters and conquer the world to become a champion. Keep your people happy and gather resources to survive longer. Councils, diplomatic system, marriages,
military battles, etc. With enhanced visualization, addictive mechanics and great sounds crusader Kings II: on paras laajennuspaketti Crusader Kings II-sarjassa.World Conqueror 3 on on RPG and a one-player video game developed by EasyTech for Android and iOS. Throughout the game, the player takes on the role of commander, who must lead the army toward success. The player's main goal is to
conquer the world and achieve huge military achievements. It all depends on the player's skills and strategies to rule the world or let opponents win. The game has three difficulty modes, such as Easy, Normal and Hard, which face a variety of challenges. In story mode, a player must complete more than 150 military missions and be the best commander at all times. Istrolid is a 2D, Strategy, Building,
Single-player and Multiplayer video game developed and released bn Treeform. The game provides an exciting game where a player has to form their unique spacecraft from a huge number of parts that fit the player's style of play and strategy. Without groupings or units, the player is free to create a fleet in which each ship has its unique weaknesses and strengths, from a basic fighter ship to a battleship.
The game allows the player to challenge their strategy and stretch their creativity, struggle to perfect their spacecraft models before taking them to the battlefield. The game takes the player straight into tense battles for regional control, where the player tells their ships to make the most of their range, energy, conversion rate and more. The player's job is to control the galaxy in a single player campaign and
collect the parts a player needs to create massive ships. Players can use their created vessels for tougher opponents. Lords of Discord: Turn Based Strategy RPG is a strategy and a single player video game takes place in a fantasy-themed world developed and released by HeroCraft Ltd. for Android and iOS. The game plunges into the fantasy land of a 3D turn-based strategy video game based on the
legacy of the genre's greatest classics. In the game, the player must assemble a group of heroes, equily equilyt them with powerful weapons to rule new lands, perform a series of missions and fight monster waves. In the game, the player has the opportunity to create his strength, grow his castle and gain an edge over his competitors to earn massive prizes. The player uses his prizes to improve his online
ranking, and he can bring the flames of war against the enemy to become a champion. The game is played from an isometric point of view, and the player has the opportunity to choose his character to play at the beginning, take on the role of manager and then try to lead his team to victory. During the game, a player can face fierce monsters and must kill them in a turn-based battle to score points of
experience. Fantasy General is a turn-based strategy, singleplayer and multiplayer game developed and published by Strategic Simulations. The format of the game is taken from the panzer general video game, which has some changes to the basic system. However, it is the third major title in the series Star General. The game allows the player to jump into an epic battle against other human players in
the world of fantasy time. It revolves mainly around a turn-based game and the player can participate in either a single player scenario against a computer character or a campaign against a human character. There are two factions, such as Evil and Good, and each side has unique units, even though they have unit counterparts. In the game, in campaign mode, the player must choose one of the four
heroes to play and then embark on an epic journey to take down Shadowlord and his four powerful generals. The game ends with the release of four continents and the last defeat of the boss. There are four unit categories, such as Beast, Mortal, Mechanical, and Magical. In the game, normal units are stronger, but there is no possibility to update them. Developed by Avalon Hill's Squad Leader random
games and released by Hasbro in 2000, turn-based Strategy, Point-and-Click and Single-player video game. The game is played from an isometric point of view and includes historical events with tactical elements. It includes three different campaigns from 10 challenging tasks, while each campaign offers a mix of random tasks. During the game, the player must lead american, German or British troops to
his army through the epic battle of World War II. Each army has unique qualities, a set of weapons and skills, and a biography. However, the team includes several rifle patrols with heavy weapons patrols and experts, including a leader, a team, a medic, a sniper and more. During the game, the player's team receives support from both random and artillery vehicles. There is also a random task generator, but
a player can only access these tasks in the space of one player. Avalon Hill's team leader includes prominent features like Isometric Viewpoint, Tactical Gameplay, Take down Enemies, WWII Events, and more. Try it if you want to be a soldier. Freeciv is a Turn-based strategy, singleplayer, and multiplayer game developed by The Freeciv Project for Microsoft Windows. The game is inspired by the series
Sid Meier's Civilization, and its default settings are closest to Civilization II in terms of graphics and gaming, including the isometric grid and units. The game puts the player in the role of tribal leader in 4000 b.C. and is tasked with governing its people for centuries. Over time, however, modern technology will be discovered, which will become the reason for the construction of new buildings and the
introduction of new units. During the game, players can fight each other or form strategic relationships. The game ends when civilization has destroyed others or accomplished a series of goals from the colonization of space. The game is played from a bigometric point of view on a grid-based map where the player fights the competing in a shift-based system. Freeciv Freeciv core features like Turn-based
Combat, 2D World, Isometric Perspective, and more. Terraform is a Turn-based Strategy, Puzzle, and One Player Video Game developed and released by Holgersson Entertainment for Microsoft Windows. It happens on a grid-based map, where a player who follows shift-based movement has to beat opponents. The game offers a relaxing turn-based puzzle game that will take place in the future. During
the game, the player's goal is to shape more than 200 planets to turn the settlement and forests to survive. In the game, the worlds are made of hexagonal slates that can be adjusted with several tools and weather conditions. While playing the game, the player can use the rainy weather to fill the dried lake with water. The player should prevent the jungles from expanding too far or burn them to spread to
the deserts and more. More than 220 planets to explore and perform a series of puzzles to become champions. Thirteen unique slasts contain water, jungles, water, mountains and more. There are four different types available, such as snow, hot, rain and fair. Terraform offers core features such as 13 tools, a level editor, 13 hexagonal scaldings and more. Questland: Turn-Based RPG is a role-playing game
developed and released by Gamesture sp and a one-player video game. Z.o.o. for Android and iOS. The game takes place in a beautiful world where the player experiences a mixture of RPG and strategy elements for tactical gaming. It introduces a dynamic story-driven adventure game in which a hero player has to fight considerable monsters in Player vs Environment and has to fight with other players in
online PvP mode to showcase their strategic abilities in this incredibly dynamic turn-based collectible card game. The game is played from a first-person perspective, and his main goal is to manipulate the dungeons, confront powerful monsters and kill them to prey. In the game, the player can join the massive community of RPG game enthusiasts. While playing the game, the player can engage in dynamic,
fast-paced battles to satisfy their tactical turn-based fighting time. The player navigates the world of fantasy time from FPP (First-person Perspective) and explores a card-driven combat system with over thirty talents, each with three excellent skills to use. Use.
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